4. French lose most of their lands in North America.

5. After the British reserved all lands west of the Appalachian Mountains, British and French both claim lands west.

6. French transfer Louisiana to Spain.

7. French claim all of Louisiana and New France.

3. Year 1763, it is this year, or 1763? It is his the year. Look at the maps, North America, 1744, and North America, 1763. Compare them with the map, North America, 1744 on page 29. While 1763 is the description his that year.

Time and Change

- After the war, the British reserved all lands west of the Appalachian Mountains.

- The French and Indian War won the French and Indian War.

- The Indians sided with the French.

- The Indians sided with the British.

- The French and Indian War was fought between the French and the British.

People and Cultures

1776

- Revolutionary War begins.

- Indian War is fought.

1764

- French and Indian War.

I. Turn to pages 36-37 of the Atlas. Use the timeline at the top of the page to complete the following timeline:

- 1764: French and Indian War

2. Reading the overview. Also look at the map, North America, 1744. Use the

Changes America

French and Indian War
in America dropped from 1790 to just 22,196 pounds.

Other colonies produced or imported British goods. Tea imports to Boston were decreased by a law passed during the first time in 1775. The British passed the Tea Act, which increased taxes on tea.

After the French and Indian War, the following paragraphs describe the effects.

Look at the chart "British Taxes on Colonists" and the picture and table to complete the following:

1. Thinking About History

- Newspapers
- Legal documents
- Playing cards
- Molasses
- Paint, lead, glass, tea
- Tax Law
- Items taxed

2. Links Far and Near

- British set up Forts
- Montréal Falls to British
- British capture Québec
- British win at Louisbourg
- French win at Port William Henry
- French defeat British at Port Necessity

Event

Even occurrences

1. Look at the map "French and Indian War." Write the year that each of the following events occurred.

2. History Through Maps

Name

United States History
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